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ABSTRACT

1

The DNS Security Extensions (DNSSEC) add authenticity and integrity to the naming system of the Internet. Resolvers that validate
information in the DNS need to know the cryptographic public key
used to sign the root zone of the DNS. Eight years after its introduction and one year after the originally scheduled date, this key
was replaced by ICANN for the first time in October 2018. ICANN
considered this event, called a rollover, “an overwhelming success”
and during the rollover they detected “no significant outages”.
In this paper, we independently follow the process of the rollover
starting from the events that led to its postponement in 2017 until
the removal of the old key in 2019. We collected data from multiple
vantage points in the DNS ecosystem for the entire duration of the
rollover process. Using this data, we study key events of the rollover.
These events include telemetry signals that led to the rollover being
postponed, a near real-time view of the actual rollover in resolvers
and a significant increase in queries to the root of the DNS once
the old key was revoked. Our analysis contributes significantly to
identifying the causes of challenges observed during the rollover.
We show that while from an end-user perspective, the roll indeed
passed without major problems, there are many opportunities for
improvement and important lessons to be learned from events
that occurred over the entire duration of the rollover. Based on
these lessons, we propose improvements to the process for future
rollovers.

The Domain Name System (DNS) is the naming system of the Internet. Since 2010, the root of the DNS is secured with the DNS
Security Extensions (DNSSEC), adding a layer of authenticity and
integrity. DNSSEC uses public-key cryptography to sign the content in the DNS and enables recursive resolvers1 to validate that
the information they receive is authentic. The sequence of cryptographic keys signing other cryptographic keys is called a chain of
trust. The public key at the beginning of this chain of trust is called
a trust anchor. Validators have a list of trust anchors, which they
trust implicitly. The Root Key Signing Key (KSK) acts as the trust
anchor for DNSSEC and this cryptographic key was added to the
root zone in July 2010. Eight years later, and after a one year delay,
the KSK was replaced for the very first time, following established
policy that requires regular rollovers of the Root KSK [1]. This
event, usually referred to as the Root KSK Rollover (hereafter “the
rollover”), required years of preparation and was considered risky.
Stakeholders expected, in the worst case, millions of Internet users
(up to 13%) to become unable to resolve a domain name [2].
The Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers
(ICANN), the organization responsible for coordinating and rolling
the key, collected feedback from the community before the rollover.
Two risks were most feared: (i) resolvers that would not update their
local copy of the key [2] and (ii) resolvers that could not retrieve
the key material from the root because it might exceed a packet
size that cannot be safely handled by some networks (we explain
these two risks in more detail in Section 2.2.1).
Leading up to the initially scheduled date of the rollover in October 2017, ICANN and its stakeholders carried out measurements to
estimate the potential impact of both risks and considered the former acceptable. The actual impact of the former, however, was still
hard to estimate. One of the reasons was the introduction of a new
protocol that enabled resolvers to signal their configured key to
the root server operators (RFC 8145 [3], we explain the protocol in
more detail in Section 3.1). This protocol signaled that a significant
number of resolvers only had the old key configured and this led to
the decision to postpone the rollover [4]. Rescheduling the rollover
gave researchers the opportunity to understand which resolvers
sent this signal and estimations were that only a few users would
be negatively affected by the rollover [5]. This gave ICANN the
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INTRODUCTION

1 Today

most, but not all, DNSSEC validation happens in recursive resolvers. For
convenience we use the term “resolvers” in this paper, but the discussion applies
equally well to validation that occurs elsewhere (e.g. in applications).
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confidence to move forward with the rollover. The actual rollover
was carried out on October 11th , 2018. In their March 2019 review
of the rollover, ICANN concluded that “there were no significant
outages” and that the rollover “was an overwhelming success” [6].
In this paper we provide a comprehensive analysis of the rollover,
starting from the publication of the new key in July 2017 until the
removal of the old key in March 2019. We use data that was actively
and passively collected at key points in the DNS ecosystem over
the entire duration of the rollover. We, as members of the DNS
community, actively supported the rollover process with timely data
analyses. This provides us with a unique perspective that covers
multiple vantage points of the rollover. The main contributions of
this paper are that we:
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Figure 1: DNSSEC chain of trust, starting at the root.

This section explains the basics of DNS and DNSSEC, followed by
a discussion of the Root KSK Rollover and its risks.

DNSSEC allows a recursive resolver to validate that the response
it receives from an authoritative name server has not been tampered
with. Operators sign their records using public-key cryptography
and publish the public key — in a DNSKEY RR — together with the
signatures — in an RRSIG RR — in the zone file. Often, operators
create two keys, a Zone-Signing-Key (ZSK) used to sign most RRs
and a Key-Signing-Key (KSK) to sign only the DNSKEY RRset. This
is also the case for the root zone of the DNS.
DNSSEC adds one central point of trust to the DNS at the root
zone — a so called trust anchor (see Fig. 1). Validating recursive
resolvers, or “validators,” only need to trust the KSK of the root to
validate signatures in the DNS. Because the root signs a hash (DS)
of the .com KSK and publishes it in its zone, and because .com also
signs and publishes a hash of the example.com KSK in its zone, a
chain of trust between the different domains is created. Generally,
DNSSEC validation leads to one of three results: the secure state,
meaning the validator successfully verified the authenticity and
integrity of the response, the bogus state, meaning the validator
concluded the signatures in the response are invalid, or the insecure
state, meaning the response was not signed or there is no chain
of trust that allows validation. If a validator concludes a response
is secure, it sets the Authenticated Data (AD) flag in its response
to a client. If a response is bogus, the validator sends an error
to the client with the SERVFAIL response code. If a response is
insecure, the validator returns the response as-is, like a ‘classical’
DNS response.

2.1

2.2

(i) Provide the first in-depth analysis of the root KSK rollover,
a unique event with an impact on the global Internet;
(ii) Cover the event from multiple perspectives, that of root
operators, of resolver operators, and end users;
(iii) Validate ICANN’s conclusion that the event was a success
and show that, while this conclusion generally holds for end
users, there are observable challenges at all stages of the
rollover;
(iv) Perform an in-depth analysis of the causes of the challenges
seen at all stages of the rollover;
(v) Give recommendations for improving telemetry, processes
for root key management and future rollovers.
In the remainder of the paper, we outline the basics of DNS
and DNSSEC, as well as the stages of the root rollover and the
risks involved (Section 2). Next, we introduce our measurement
methods and data (Section 3). Then, we split the analysis of the
rollover into three sections, before, during and after the rollover
(Section 4). In Section 5 we discuss related work and in Section 6
we provide recommendations for better telemetry and rollover
process improvements based on our analysis. We conclude the
paper in Section 7.

2

BACKGROUND

DNS and DNSSEC

The DNS uses resource records (RRs) to map domain names, such as
example.com, to values. For example, an A record maps a domain
name to an IPv4 address and an NS record maps a domain name
to the authoritative name server for a domain. These records are
stored in a zone and made available at the domain’s authoritative
name servers. End users usually employ recursive caching resolvers
to query for records in the DNS. The DNS is a hierarchical naming
system and at the top of the hierarchy sits the root. Assuming an
empty cache, a recursive resolver that queries for the A record of
example.com sends its first query to the authoritative name servers
of the root, which refer the resolver further to the authoritative
name servers of .com that finally refer it to the name servers of
example.com. Each RR also has a Time-To-Live (TTL) field that
defines how long a resolver may cache the RR. Until the TTL of the
RR has expired, the resolver generally will not send another query
for example.com but respond with the record from its cache.

The Root KSK Rollover

It is considered good operational practice that operators of zones
signed with DNSSEC be able to periodically change, or “roll,” the
zone’s cryptographic keys. A rollover might be necessary in case
of a security breach, in case operators want to upgrade to a new
algorithm, or because they follow a key management policy [7].
The root zone’s ZSKs are rolled every calendar quarter [8]. When
the root zone was first signed in 2010, it was generally accepted
that the KSK would be rolled after a period of 5 years [1]. The
parties involved in operating the root zone began discussing and
planning a KSK rollover in 2013, but this work was put on hold
when the NTIA announced its intention to transition oversight of
the IANA functions to the Internet community [9]. Work on the
rollover resumed in 2015, culminating in a 2016 Rollover Design
Team report [2]. ICANN and Verisign, in their respective roles as
the IANA Functions Operator and Root Zone Maintainer, used the
design team report to develop a final set of operational plans [10].
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Before the rollover
Section 4.1

Phase A (27 Oct ’16)
KSK-2017 is generated

Phase C (27 Apr ’17)
First signed DNSKEY
set including KSK-2017

RFC 5011
hold-down
ends

During the rollover
Section 4.2
Phase D (27 Sep ’17)
ICANN halts
rollover process

Phase D (18 Sep ’18)
ICANN resumes
rollover process

Phase F (11 Jan ’19)
Revocation of KSK-2010
published in root zone

II

III

V

I
Phase B (2 Feb ’17)
KSK-2017 replicated
to second HSM and
published by IANA

After the rollover
Section 4.3

Phase D (11 Jul ’17)
KSK-2017 published
in root zone, resolvers
start RFC 5011 process

Phase E (11 Oct ’18)
Moment of rollover
Root DNSKEY set now
signed with KSK-2017

IV

Phase E (13 Oct ’18)
TTL of RRSIG on
root DNSKEY set with
KSK-2010 expires

RFC 5011
hold-down
ends

Phase F (22 Mar ’19)
KSK-2010 removed from
root zone DNSKEY set
VI

Phase G (16 May ’19)
KSK-2010 deleted
from first HSM

Phase H (14 Aug ’19)
KSK-2010 deleted
from second HSM

Figure 2: Time-line of the Root KSK rollover
These plans describe the process for replacing the old KSK, further
referred to as KSK-2010, with a new KSK, now referred to as KSK2017. Fig. 2 shows a timeline of each of the phases of the rollover
as described in the operational plan. We have highlighted six key
events in red labeled I – VI. These six events are the focus of this
paper. In the rest of this section, we explain the risks as identified in
the design team report and specific considerations that stem from
the special role of the root’s KSK as a trust anchor.
2.2.1 Risks during the Rollover. The design team report [2] identifies two major risks: validating resolvers that are unable to configure
the new KSK as a trust anchor, and the increase in response size of
the DNSKEY RRset at certain stages of the rollover process.
DNSKEY RRset Changes. Resolvers need a copy or a hash of
the root KSK, and to configure it as a trust anchor. Some modern
resolvers, e.g. BIND, ship with the current root KSK configured as
a trust anchor. Thus, resolvers shipped with only KSK-2010 need a
mechanism to fetch KSK-2017 before the rollover. If this does not
occur, these resolvers fail validation as soon as they need to validate
a signature signed with KSK-2017, when the root zone is published
with its DNSKEY RRset signed by KSK-2017 (IV in Fig. 2).
Resolvers that receive a DNSKEY RRset without a key that matches
their trust anchor may start sending extra DNSKEY queries to the
root. There are two reasons for this: First, some resolver implementations are designed to retry failures, including validation failures,
at some or all of the available authoritative name servers. Second, resolvers typically cache such a failure for a short time only (so-called
negative caching). Once the cached failure expires, the process starts
anew. Negative caching times are typically much shorter than the
TTL of the root DNSKEY RRset (currently 48 hours).
Clients relying on resolvers with an incorrectly configured trust
anchor may receive responses with the SERVFAIL error code because the resolver failed to perform DNSSEC validation. ICANN’s
KSK rollover design team expected the number of resolvers that
could not update their trust anchor to be low [2]. This degree of
confidence was based on the RFC 5011 mechanism implemented
by most resolvers and that we describe in the next section. In Section 4.2, we measure the actual impact of the rollover on resolvers
and clients.
Response Size Changes. Due to the KSK/ZSK split, the size of most
responses remains the same during the KSK rollover. Only the size
of a DNSKEY response changes. Fig. 3 illustrates the sizes of various
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Figure 3: DNSKEY response sizes during the rollover.

DNSKEY responses that occur throughout the rollover process, varying from 864 to 1,425 octets. The sizes shown in the figure include
the question and standard EDNS0 data. Some root servers have
deployed DNS cookies, which adds another 28 octets to the sizes
shown. These response sizes can exceed the Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) of some networks, which can cause fragmentation
of UDP packets. Firewalls and other middle-boxes sometimes block
fragmented packets [11, 12], which can hinder resolvers when trying to receive the DNSKEY record set and thus make it impossible
for them to validate signatures. The measurements carried out by
ICANN and the community leading up to the rollover indicated up
to 6% of resolvers could be affected by this problem. These serve less
than 1% of users and most do not perform DNSSEC validation [2].
Root servers may also receive an increased number of ICMP packets signaling the packet size exceeds the network’s MTU. Clients
relying on these resolvers could experience an increased response
time or receive a DNS SERVFAIL response. We study the impact of
increased response sizes during the revocation in Section 4.3, when
the highest packet size during the rollover process occured.
2.2.2 Updating Trust Anchors. DNSSEC allows validators to automatically update their trust anchors through an in-band mechanism
in the DNS, known as RFC 5011 [13], which works as follows. At
the start of a rollover, the new key (KSK-2017, introduced at I) is
added to the DNSKEY RRset, but the RRset is only signed with the
then current trust anchor (KSK-2010). This signals to resolvers that
support RFC 5011 that they should start the process of accepting the
newly introduced key as a trust anchor. Acceptance is not effective
immediately; instead, a hold-down timer starts, lasting 30 days. Only
if the resolver has seen the new key consistently throughout the
hold-down period will it accept the new key. This prevents malicious actors who have gained access to a trust anchor from instantly
injecting a new trust anchor. Once the new trust anchor comes into
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effect, the old one may be revoked. In RFC 5011 this is achieved by
publishing a DNSKEY RRset in which the old key is marked with a
revocation flag (at V). Again, after a 30-day hold-down the trust
anchor is then removed by resolvers. Most resolver software (e.g.
BIND, Unbound and Knot) supports RFC 5011 and among popular
implementations, only PowerDNS lacks support. The widespread
support of RFC 5011 gave the Rollover Design Team confidence
that most resolvers would pick up the new key on time [2].
This KSK rollover was the first real test of RFC 5011. Since the
publication of RFC 5011 in 2007, new technologies have been introduced that were not considered back then. This includes widespread
use of virtual machines and containers, configuration management
tools such as Puppet and Ansible, and DNS resolvers running on
inexpensive, and hard-to-update home and small office routers.
Where RFC 5011 specifies an in-band approach, an out-of-band
approach is discussed in RFC 7958 [14]. In this approach, resolvers
and other applications can retrieve keys and/or hashes directly from
the website of IANA as an XML document. Applications can use
various approaches to validate correctness of this information, e.g.,
trusting protections provided by TLS or a digital (PGP) signature
file, published separately. The Unbound resolver software uses this
mechanism in situations when updates via RFC 5011 fail [15].
With both mechanisms, it is not possible for third parties to
determine which resolvers have configured KSK-2017. To address
this, new resolver software supports protocols that try to provide
this insight. We use these protocols to measure the deployment of
KSK-2017 in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.3.1 and discuss their use in Section 6.

3

DATASETS AND METHODOLOGY

We use a broad set of passive and active measurements at different
vantage points in the DNS hierarchy to cover the most critical
phases of the rollover. We discuss these datasets and how we use
them to analyse the rollover below. We also make the processed data
sets and the accompanying scripts for each figure available [16].

3.1

Passive Measurements

The DNS root system has 13 root server identities, each of which is
run by one operator [17]. At various stages of the rollover, we use
passive datasets from select root servers or aggregate data for all
of the root servers from a public repository. More specifically, we
use the following datasets:
Root Queries. The Domain Name System Operations Analysis
and Research Center (DNS-OARC) collects DNS traces from various name servers including the root system. This includes their
well-known annual Day-in-the-Life (DITL) datasets [18]. Given the
significance of the KSK rollover, DNS-OARC co-ordinated a DITL
data collection from root operators spanning an 82-hour window
around the dates of the actual rollover. We utilized this data, available to researchers and DNS-OARC members, to provide a holistic
view of root query traffic during the rollover.
Our analysis, however, extends to well before and after the
rollover. To support this, we make use of query datasets collected
at three root servers, A, B and J. This non-public longitudinal data,
spanning 2017–2019, was made available by Verisign (A/J Root)
and the University of Southern California’s Information Sciences

Query String

Which trust anchor(s)?

_ta-4a5c
_ta-4a5c-4f66
_ta-3039
_ta-4a5c-4f66-8235

Only KSK-2010
Both KSK-2010 and KSK-2017
Has a non-IANA trust anchor
KSK-2010 & -2017 and a non-IANA trust anchor

Table 1: Root zone RFC 8145 trust anchor signals.

Institute (B Root). These datasets are used throughout the analysis in Section 4 whenever we require detailed information about
specific resolvers that exhibit anomalous behavior. Note, however,
that other root servers might show different query patterns [19].
RSSAC Measurements. The ICANN Root Server System Advisory
Committee (RSSAC) [20] advises ICANN about operational matters
relating to the DNS root system. RSSAC defined a set of metrics that
all root server operators are expected to publish on a daily basis [21].
The resulting data is published as YAML files, accessible through
a public GitHub repository [22], with data going back to 2013. In
this paper, we make use of the RSSAC002 data on traffic sizes to the
root, as a proxy for DNSKEY queries in Section 4.3.2 and to estimate
the impact of the increased DNSKEY RRset size in Section 4.3.3. The
data is available for all root servers, except G Root.
Trust Anchor Signals. RFC 8145 [3] describes a protocol allowing
DNSSEC validators to signal the keys in their trust anchor set.
RFC 8145 signals are 16-bit “key tags,” encoded as hexadecimal
values in DNS queries. KSK-2010 has key tag 19036, or 4a5c in
hexadecimal. KSK-2017 has keytag 20326, or 4f66 in hexadecimal.
A validator that implements RFC 8145 periodically sends a query
whose first label starts with the string “_ta-” followed by a hyphenseparated list of hexadecimal key tag values. It then appends the
name of the zone to which the keys belong.2 Table 1 shows root
zone trust anchor signal strings and their meanings.
In this paper we use two RFC 8145 data sets: (i) all trust anchor
signals received by A, B and J Root from up to 100,000 distinct IP
addresses daily, and (ii) trust anchor signals provided to ICANN
by most of the root server operators from up to 200,000 distinct
IP addresses daily; ICANN provided us with a subset of this data
covering February 1st to March 29th , 2018.

3.2

Active Measurements

Resolver State. By using only data collected at the root, we miss
the perspective of the client. To add this perspective, we rely on
public measurements [23], that make use of the RIPE Atlas measurement network [24]. An Atlas probe is a device from which
we can actively send DNS queries through its recursive resolvers,
pre-configured by the probe owner or learned through DHCP. This
allows us to observe the transition from KSK-2010 to KSK-2017
(event IV) and the revocation of KSK-2010 (event V) from the perspective of resolvers and measure whether they continue to validate DNSSEC signatures successfully. The public measurements we
leverage consist of two queries sent every hour and check whether
resolvers validate correctly. The first query asks for the A record
of a domain with a valid signature, the second for a domain with
2 In

case of the root zone there is nothing to append. An example non-root zone trust
anchor signal with appended zone is _ta-4b61.dlv.isc.org.
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DNS response code
Valid Signature Bogus Signature
NOERROR
NOERROR
SERVFAIL

NOERROR
SERVFAIL
other

State
insecure
secure
bogus

Table 2: Combination of response codes indicating the state
of the measured resolver.

a bogus signature. The response codes of both measurements can
be combined (see Table 2) to establish if a resolver (i) does not validate DNSSEC signatures (state insecure), (ii) validates signatures
correctly (state secure) or (iii) fails to validate (state bogus). Secure
resolvers changing state to insecure or bogus at any stage of the
rollover may be indicative of that resolver experiencing problems.
In addition to the public measurements, we schedule our own measurement which queries each resolver for the DNSKEY RRset of the
root, to measure uptake of KSK-2017 during the rollover.
Using 10,004 RIPE Atlas probes (all probes available at the time
of our measurement) and their recursive resolvers gives 18,277 vantage points (VPs), located in 3,647 autonomous systems (ASs). To
find how many resolvers these VPs cover, we send hourly queries
for a domain under our control, using the probe ID and a random string as a sub-label to avoid caching. Our authoritative name
server responds with the IP address of the resolver that served the
query. Using this method, we observe 35,719 upstream IPs located in
3,141 ASs over the period in which we conducted the measurement.
Root Sentinel. As discussed, RFC 8145 allows resolvers to signal
which trust anchors it uses to upstream authoritative name servers.
What was lacking, however, is a way for resolver users and other
third parties to actively ask resolvers which trust anchors they
use. This led to the introduction of RFC 8509, the so-called “Root
Sentinel” [25]. Given that the specification was only finalized in
December 2018, it could not reliably be used to monitor the root KSK
rollover (although we do observe early implementations). We do,
however, include Root Sentinel measurements to study adoption
of this new form of telemetry and to observe the revocation of
KSK-2010 in 2019 from the perspective of resolvers.
The Root Sentinel is an active measurement mechanism. A client
can send two special queries to resolvers to ask what trust anchors
they currently have to validate DNSSEC responses. The first query
type allows a client to ask if a DNSKEY with a certain key tag is a trust
anchor, the second type allows a client to ask the inverse (whether
a specific DNSKEY is not a trust anchor). The resolver returns a valid
response to the first type if the specified key is a trust anchor, and a
SERVFAIL error if it is not. For the second query type, the opposite
behavior applies. Table 3 shows what the queries look like. Note,
while RFC 8145 uses hexadecimally encoded key tags, RFC 8509
uses decimal key tags. Thus, to query for the presence of KSK-2010
and KSK-2017, . . . -is-ta-19036 and . . . -is-ta-20326 are used.
Our goal is to examine (i) how many resolvers support Root
Sentinel queries, and for those that do, (ii) if they correctly have
the new key (KSK-2017) and remove the old key (KSK-2010) when
it is revoked (event V). To do so, we set up a domain under our
control. The name server for this domain is configured to return

Query String

Is <KEY-TAG> a trust anchor?
Yes
No

root-key-sentinel-is-ta-<KEY-TAG>
root-key-sentinel-not-ta-<KEY-TAG>

Valid response
SERVFAIL

SERVFAIL
Valid response

Table 3: RFC 8509 Root Sentinel queries
a DNSSEC-signed A record for Root Sentinel queries. We then use
RIPE Atlas to issue four Root Sentinel queries (i.e., each of the
two Root Sentinel queries for the old and new key) under our test
domain. For this measurement, we extended our coverage of the
global resolver population by including additional measurements
using the Luminati proxy network [26]. This gives us more visibility
in residential networks. Luminati is a paid HTTP/S proxy service
enabling clients to route traffic via the Hola Unblocker Network.
Luminati currently provides over 187 million potential exit nodes.
When receiving an HTTP request, exit nodes send a DNS request to
their resolver and then issue the HTTP/S request. This allows us to
measure resolver behavior. For more details on using Luminati for
network and DNS measurements, we refer to Chung et al. [27, 28].

3.3

Ethical Considerations

The measurement data collected at the root of the DNS consists of
aggregate data (RSSAC002), telemetry signals (RFC 8145), DNSKEY
queries and aggregates of popular queries for telemetry sources
identified as showing non-standard behavior. Only in rare cases
do we identify specific resolver operators (not end users) so we
can contact them in order to gain an understanding of unexpected
resolver behavior (cf. Section 4.3.2).
Most of our active measurements leverage well-established public measurement platforms, such as RIPE Atlas, where strict guidelines exist. The exception to this are our Luminati measurements.
To use the Luminati service, we first note that we paid the operators of Luminati for access, and strictly follow their License
Agreement [29]. The owners of exit nodes agreed to route Luminati traffic through their hosts. Furthermore, we took great care
to ensure that all traffic only flowed toward domains under the
authors’ control, which serve empty web pages. Given that we are
only interested in information about the RFC 8509 behavior of DNS
resolvers, we discard any end user IP addresses from our logs.

4

ANALYSIS

The next sections discuss the most relevant events of the rollover
(I – VI in Fig. 2), starting before the rollover (I – III) in Section 4.1,
followed by the rollover itself (IV) in Section 4.2 and ending after
the rollover (V – VI) in Section 4.3.

4.1

Before the Roll

4.1.1 Early RFC 8145 Data. RFC 8145, published April 2017, was
quickly adopted by open source resolver implementers. BIND supports it from mid-2016 with the functionality enabled by default,
Unbound since April 2017, enabling it by default in October 2017,
and Knot since November 2017, again enabled by default.
We began looking for evidence of RFC 8145 signals in A/J Root
data from May 2017. By September 2017 we see trust anchor signals
from approximately 1,300 unique source IPs per day. Fig. 4 shows
these early trust anchor signals. The KSK-2010 line shows what
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1.0
0.9

IPv4
IPv6

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

Count

Unique sources in ICANN data
Sources from A signaling KSK-2010
Sources from B sending only one signal
Unique Sources in ICANN data to B Root
Sources from D signaling KSK-2010
Sources from E signaling just once
Sources from F sending 1-9 queries

1,206,840
508,533
310,839
309,140
113,467
16,403
6,702

Table 4: Narrowing the observed data.
Figure 5: CDF of addresses vs. queries in B Root data sending
only KSK-2010 signals.
fraction of RFC 8145 sources sends signals for the old trust anchor,
and the KSK-2017 line shows signals for the new trust anchor. Note
that these signals are independent; in other words: a single source
may send signals for both KSK-2010 and KSK-2017.
As Fig. 4 shows, initially almost all sources had only KSK-2010.
There is some slight increase in uptake of KSK-2017 starting in June,
before KSK-2017 was published in the root zone. This increase can
be explained by installations that received the new trust anchor
as part of a software update, or from those where an administrator manually added it. ISC, for example, added the new key to
BIND’s code repository on the same day it was made operational
and published by IANA (February 2nd , 2017).
When KSK-2017 is published in the root zone on July 11th , 2017,
validators that implement RFC 5011 begin the process of accepting
the new key. After seeing the key published (and correctly signed)
for 30 continuous days (the RFC 5011 Add Hold-Down Time), a
validator adds the new key to its trust anchor set. Thus, from August
10th , we observe a rapid rise in signalers reporting KSK-2017 over
the two days after the hold-down period ends. Because the TTL of
the DNSKEY record set is 48 hours, the shift is not immediate.
After the 30-day hold-down ends, some 8% of signalers still do
not report having KSK-2017. Operators watching this data hoped
this population would continue to shrink. However, it remained at
this level through the end of September. This is the primary reason
why, on September 27th 2017, ICANN made the difficult decision
to postpone the rollover [4]. As late as August 2019, around 1% of
signalers still report only having KSK-2010.
4.1.2 Unusual KSK-2010 RFC 8145 signalers. During continued
monitoring of the RFC 8145 signals, ICANN began observing two

Query-Name

Count

_ta-4a5c
.
VPN-PROVIDER.com
VPN-PROVIDER-ALTERNATE.com
_sip._udp.OTHER-DOMAIN.com

15,447
9,182
3,156
415
86

Table 5: Top query names from anomalous sources.
unusual artifacts: (i) a large fraction of resolvers failed to pick up and
trust KSK-2017, as measured by resolvers sending only RFC 8145
KSK-2010 signals and seen in Fig. 6, and (ii) many of the data points
came from IP addresses sending only small numbers of queries, as
seen in Fig. 5. Note that the fraction of resolvers not trusting KSK2017 actually got worse, not better, between the end of Fig. 4 and
the beginning of Fig. 6. These artifacts led to the question “Why do
so many new addresses appear that send RFC 8145 signals indicating
they only trust KSK-2010?”
To answer this question, we compare the RFC 8145 signal data
from ICANN to all DNS queries arriving at B Root over a four week
period from March 1st –29th , 2018. We focus this analysis on B Root,
because unlike the data from ICANN which only contains RFC 8145
signals, for B Root we have full access to all queries received. We
narrow the data to those addresses that behave unexpectedly: they
send a single signal for KSK-2010 to B Root, and send only 1–9 other
queries to B Root in the period covered. The narrowing down of the
full list of IP addresses ICANN observed to just these anomalously
behaving addresses is shown in Table 4.
To test if there is any commonality in other query names sent by
these sources, we extract and correlate the top query names sent
by these addresses (shown in Table 5). Beyond the RFC 8145 signals
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Figure 7: Key transition for all VPs.
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Figure 8: Reported DNSKEY TTL.

Key Takeaway Before the Roll. A single application can significantly influence trust anchor signaling, and the fact that it was an
end-user application is largely responsible for the high number of
signals. Given that DNSSEC validation in end-user applications will
become more common in the future, this needs to be considered
for future rollovers.

During the Roll

As KSK-2010 signals returned to the 8% range by mid-2018, ICANN
revised its plans for the rollover [31]. After community feedback
on these plans, ICANN proceeded with the rollover [32]. On October 11th , 2018, at 16:00h UTC the KSK is rolled (event IV). From
then on, root servers return a DNSKEY RRset signed with KSK-2017.
In this section we show how resolvers picked up the new RRset. We
then examine what happens to resolvers that do not have KSK-2017
as a trust anchor, and how operators solve the problems this causes.
4.2.1 The Key Transition. To measure the transition from the old
to the new RRset, we use RIPE Atlas probes (see Section 3.2) to send
DNSKEY queries and then analyzed the results. Fig. 7 shows when
resolvers drop the old RRset from their cache and query the root
for the new one. 3 Right after the new key is published, resolvers
begin showing cached signatures from KSK-2017. Within the first
3 We published updates of this figure on social media and on the website of NLnet Labs

to give the community insight into the progress of the roll.

TTL capped
at 86400s
(1 day)

0.50

(“_ta-4a5c”) and queries for root-zone data (“.” (period)), the next
highest two requested names are a Virtual Private Network (VPN)
provider’s primary and secondary domain (anonymized in Table 5).
This commonality in top queries strongly indicates the discovery of
a likely cause of KSK-2010 signals from sources sending otherwise
low-volume traffic. Searching the VPN provider’s software, taken
from their Android release, revealed an embedded “root.key” file
containing just KSK-2010 and not KSK-2017. The embedded libraries
found in the software also revealed a library name matching the
Unbound project [30], a popular DNSSEC-validating resolver.
We contacted the VPN provider on April 17th , 2018. They confirmed our findings and indicated that multiple products were affected. Subsequently, they released updated versions of their product to address the issue, as marked in Fig. 6. The desktop software
update had the most dramatic impact, significantly decreasing the
number of KSK-2010 signals seen at the root. The first mobile update
with the new key set also showed a small dip in KSK-2010 signals,
though the second mobile update exhibited a less visible impact.

4.2
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Figure 9: KSK-2017 on large resolvers.

hour 7% of the resolvers have the new RRset. Sixteen hours later
over 50% of resolvers have the new RRset. At 48 hours after the
roll, the old RRset should have been removed from the caches of all
resolvers; 99.5% of our vantage points return KSK-2017 signatures
at that point. After 11 more days, the last “lagging" vantage points
pick up the new RRset (not shown in Fig. 7).
Because the root DNSKEY RRset has a TTL of 48 hours, we expected half of vantage points to have the new RRset after 24 hours.
As Fig. 7 shows, however, this point is already reached after just
16 hours. In Fig. 8 we plot the TTLs for the root DNSKEY RRset as
reported by each vantage point when it receives the new RRset
for the first time. More than 20% of vantage points report a TTL
that is lower than 1 day, and around 10% even report a TTL lower
than three hours. This indicates that some resolvers cut the TTL to
a value lower than 48 hours, also explaining why the new RRset
was picked up earlier than expected.4 What this also means is that
had a failure occurred during the rollover, we would likely have
seen this sooner than intuitively expected, which is important to
consider for future rollovers.
Another thing that stands out in Fig. 7, are sudden “jumps” in
the adoption of KSK-2017 (marked ①–③). We correlate these jumps
with adoption at resolvers often used by RIPE Atlas probes in Fig. 9.
The jumps respectively correspond to adoption of the new RRset
by Cloudflare (①), a German ISP (②) and Google (③). Operators of
the Cloudflare resolvers publicly commented that someone used
their web interface to purge the DNSKEY RRset of the root from the
cache right after the rollover [34]. This explains why the resolvers
fetched the new RRset soon after the roll. This spurred us to check
if other operators purposely flushed their caches before or after the
rollover to either keep the old status for as long as possible, or
force the new situation as soon as possible. To find evidence, we
looked for vantage points that report a TTL close to 48 hours just
before or after the rollover. We find three resolvers that fetched the
keyset just before the roll (effectively locking in the old situation
for almost 48 hours). A large European ISP privately confirmed
they did this to avoid problems right after the rollover, allowing
them to monitor the news from other operators after the roll [35].
4.2.2 Impact on Validating Resolvers. Now that we know how resolvers picked up the new RRset, we check if they experience any
problems once they have the new RRset. For resolvers that do experience problems, we expect them to either fail validating signatures
(become bogus) or turn off validation altogether (become insecure).
4 E.g.,

Unbound caches RRsets for a maximum of 24 hours by default [33].
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Figure 10: DNSKEY queries from ISP “EIR” to A/J Root.

Figure 11: Root Sentinel observations with RIPE Atlas

We use RIPE Atlas measurements (see Section 3.2) to identify resolvers that were continuously secure 88 hours before the roll but
turned bogus or insecure at any point within 56 hours after the roll.
We summarize resolver behavior observed through RIPE Atlas
in Table 6. Row A shows the total number of resolvers observed
during the rollover. Of these, 1,717 (B+C) always validate signatures
correctly before the roll but 970 (2.7%) turn bogus and 747 (2.1%)
insecure some time after. We check how often problematic resolvers
query for the DNSKEY of the root, using DNS-OARC DITL data
collected during the rollover (see Section 3.1). If a resolver changes
state and sends more DNSKEY-queries, we conclude that this change
is caused by problems with the rollover. We see DNSKEY queries
from 519 sources at the root (D). Of these, 509 (E) send more DNSKEY
queries after than before the roll. For 359 resolvers, the increase in
DNSKEY queries exceeds 1.5 times (F). The majority, 342 resolvers
(G), return to their normal DNSKEY query pattern within an hour.
We assume operators intervened and fixed these resolvers. For
138 resolvers (H) we keep observing unusually high numbers of
DNSKEY queries for over an hour. They only return to their normal
behavior after a median of more than 39 hours. Only three resolvers
(I) continue sending unusually high numbers of queries throughout
the entire measurement period. The fact that more than 60% of the
resolvers get fixed within one hour is a strong sign that resolvers
in our data set are used actively and that operators noticed issues
during the rollover relatively quickly. We discuss resolvers that send
excessive numbers of DNSKEY queries in more detail in Section 4.3.2.

or less. 166 probes could rely on at least one other resolver to serve
their queries and were not affected by the failing resolver.
Other work [36] shows users move to public DNS providers in
case of issues with the resolver of their ISP. Therefore, we analyzed if vantage points change to the public resolvers of Google,
Cloudflare or OpenDNS. We found only two vantage points. One
of these used the resolver of the Irish ISP EIR. This ISP experienced a well-publicized DNS outage [37] during the rollover, and
the DNS community speculated this outage was caused by EIR’s
resolvers failing validation. Using the RIPE Atlas measurements,
we identify the IP addresses of EIR’s resolvers. Then, we count how
many DNSKEY queries these resolvers send to A/J Root per day (see
Fig. 10). Starting from October 12th , queries increase, reaching a
peak one day after the roll and returning to normal after 3 days.
Keeping in mind that RIPE Atlas probes actively switched resolvers
at the same time, this is a strong sign that the outage of EIR was
indeed caused by validation errors. Note, Fig. 10 shows the number
of DNSKEY queries from EIR rising again after removal of KSK-2010.
We discuss this increase Section 4.3.2.

4.2.3 The User’s Perspective. From the analysis above, we cannot
gauge the actual impact on end users. During our measurements,
175 RIPE Atlas probes (1% of all vantage points) relied exclusively
on one of the bogus resolvers (set B in Table 6), thus were not able
to receive any valid response at some point after the rollover. More
than 70% of these probes, however, suffered problems only an hour

We now discuss what happened after the rollover, from the point
when all resolvers should have a DNSKEY RRset signed by KSK-2017,
to the removal of KSK-2010 from the root zone.

Count

Unique sources in RIPE Atlas data
from A always secure before and bogus after
from A always secure before and insecure after
from B and C sending DNSKEY queries
from D reach maximum DNSKEY queries after
from E w. 1.5× DNSKEY queries after
from F fixed within 1h
from F fixed after 1h
from F that did not get fixed

35,719
970
747
519
509
359
218
138
3

↰
↰

↰

↰

↰

↰
↰
↰

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

Upstream Resolvers

Table 6: Data of RIPE Atlas measurements.

Key Takeaways During the Roll. We observed few resolvers with
serious problems. Where such problems occurred, they were solved
promptly by operators. Less than 0.01% of the resolvers we monitored during the rollover experienced problems that lasted beyond
our observation window.

4.3

After the Roll

4.3.1 Revocation of KSK-2010. As discussed in Section 3.2, the
Root Sentinel standard (RFC 8509) was published too late to be
useful for the actual rollover. We can, however, study revocation
of KSK-2010 with resolvers that adopted this protocol. Using all
RIPE Atlas probes, we send out Root Sentinel queries from August 2018 to August 2019. Fig. 11 shows the Root Sentinel signals
observed over this period. As the figure shows, overall, the number
of resolvers supporting Root Sentinel queries steadily increases to
2,419 resolvers in 720 ASs by the middle of August 2019. This is encouraging given the early stage of deployment of the protocol. After
the revocation of the old key (event V), the number of resolvers
with KSK-2010 drops to almost zero while the number of resolvers
with KSK-2017 keeps increasing. Interestingly, some 20 resolvers
continue to signal having KSK-2010 in their trust anchor store. This
implies either a manually configured trust anchor, or a failure in
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4.3.2 Increase in DNSKEY Queries. As mentioned at the end of Section 4.2, we observed an increase in DNSKEY queries from certain
resolvers at various stages of the roll. We analyse this phenomenon in more detail here, especially because of the sharp increase
in queries after the revocation of KSK-2010 to the extent that at
some point a worrying amount — up to 10% — of traffic to the root
consisted of DNSKEY queries.
We start by analyzing the total amount of DNSKEY queries to
the root. DNSSEC validators must regularly verify their locally
configured trust anchor(s) against the zone’s published DNSKEY
5 Note:

a resolver that supports RFC 8509 correctly will return a valid response to only
one of the two queries with the same key tag.
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Figure 13: DNSKEY queries to A/J Root after the rollover.
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Fraction of traffic

Figure 12: Top 9 ASs supporting Root Sentinel queries observed through RIPE Atlas
their RFC 5011 processing. Then, from the middle of June 2019,
KSK-2010 starts making a surprising comeback. We explain why
further down in Section 4.3.4.
As RIPE Atlas provides a limited view, we also used Luminati
to measure a total of 52,378 resolvers serving 589,928 exit nodes
— from 210 countries and 7,867 ASs — over a period of 14 days
from March 28th 2019. From these, we select resolvers on which
we were able to test all four combinations of Root Sentinel queries
(cf. Table 3). This leaves 21,563 resolvers, to which 385,520 exit nodes
sent queries at least once. We further split these into resolvers that
support Root Sentinel queries and ones that do not.5 We finally
determine which trust anchor(s) resolvers that support the Root
Sentinel signal as present in their trust store. The vast majority —
21,056 (97.63%) resolvers from 5,311 ASs — do not support RFC 8509.
These resolvers cover 330,891 (85.8%) exit nodes. Only 468 (2.2%)
resolvers from 164 ASs support Root Sentinel queries and have only
KSK-2017; these resolvers cover 33,266 (8.6%) exit nodes indicating
that a few large ASs support RFC 8509 queries, including Telenor
(Norway), Bezeq (Israel) and Meo (South Africa). We also note that
39 resolvers (0.19%) still signal they have KSK-2010 configured.
Finally, we compare our observations through RIPE Atlas and
Luminati. Fig. 12 shows the top 9 ASs with resolvers supporting
RFC 8509 in our RIPE Atlas measurements. Comparing this to Luminati, we find that 43 resolvers from AS2119 (Telenor), 10 from
AS16276 (OVH), 10 from AS6830 (Liberty Global), and 2 from
AS7922 (Comcast), are observed in the same state through both
RIPE Atlas and Luminati. Fig. 12 also shows a surprising increase
of KSK-2010 from June 2019, we explain why in Section 4.3.4.
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Figure 14: DNSKEY query increases for all root servers.
records. In other words: validators periodically issue DNSKEY queries
for the root zone. Due to the retry behavior of implementations, a
validator with an out-of-date trust anchor is likely to send more than
the normal amount of DNSKEY queries. This behavior was already
observed in 2009 — before the root zone was signed — during a KSK
rollover for an in-addr.arpa zone operated by RIPE. The group
investigating that incident called it “rollover and die” [38].
Just after the root KSK rollover on October 11th , 2018, root name
servers observed an increase in DNSKEY queries. Fig. 13 shows the
query rate for A/J Root. The increase was gradual, ramping up
over the course of two days as the DNSKEY RRset timed out from
resolver caches. Pre-rollover the rate was around 15 million queries
per day. Post-rollover it increased five-fold, to 75 million (①). An
even more dramatic increase occurred when KSK-2010 was revoked
(Event V in Fig. 2). Immediately after the revocation, A/J Root see a
sudden spike in DNSKEY queries (②), jumping from 75 million to over
200 million queries per day within 24 hours. The DNSKEY query rate
continued to climb over the following weeks and months, exceeding
one billion per day in March 2019 (③). At this point, DNSKEY queries
comprised 7% of the total traffic received at A/J Root. The final
phase of the rollover sees KSK-2010 removed from the root zone on
March 22nd , 2019. To everyone’s surprise, the DNSKEY query rate
dropped dramatically immediately after KSK-2010 was removed. As
Fig. 13 shows (④), the rate dropped and slowly crept back up to postrollover levels as seen in October, November, and December 2018.
Fig. 13 only shows data for A/J Root. To confirm similar increases
at other root servers, we use the RSSAC002 data (see Section 3.1).
The RSSAC002 data does not have a dataset specifically identifying
DNSKEY queries, however we can infer the presence of such queries
by examining the response size dataset. Fig. 14 shows the percent
of responses between 1232–1472 bytes as solid lines. The dashed
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Figure 16: DNSKEY queries for root during experiments.
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lines — marked A* and J* — are actual A/J Root traffic and show a
strong correlation. Not all root servers saw the same increase in
queries, but we currently lack sufficient information to explain this.
Deeper inspection of the A/J Root traffic shows vastly differing
DNSKEY query patterns on a per AS basis. Fig. 15 shows the average of multiple ASs whose DNSKEY queries exhibit distinct patterns
at different times throughout the rollover. Some ASs expressed a
systemic trend of increased DNSKEY queries post-rollover and even
higher rates post-revocation (ASs-A). Other ASs only exhibited an
increase in DNSKEY queries after the removal of KSK-2010 (ASs-B).
Likewise, some ASs show increased rates post-rollover until revocation (ASs-D) and again after removal (ASs-C). To better profile
these resolvers, we issued version.bind queries to IP addresses
expressing the various behaviors. While the response rate was low
(4.3% of ±18K resolvers), the majority returned older versions of
BIND (45% BIND 9.9.x, 34% BIND 9.8.x, and 13% BIND 9.10.x).
Explaining the increase in DNSKEY queries. To find the cause of
the increased query rates, we studied traffic coming from individual, high-volume sources. Outreach efforts at a global DNS scale
are challenging, but we were able to contact multiple operators
willing to help diagnose the DNSKEY query increase. One operator
(a large French cloud hoster), stated their servers were running
BIND 9.8.2 on CentOS 6.7 and the logs contained large numbers
of validation errors. Another set of sources identified as sending
excessive DNSKEY queries to the root, came from 8 addresses in a
single subnet at a large midwestern university. Their staff quickly
identified a DNS lab exercise that had been left running inside virtual machines (VMs). After shutting down the VMs, we confirmed
that the excess DNSKEY traffic had stopped. From the university’s
class instructions, we hypothesized that the DNSKEY query spikes
were the result of ISC’s BIND software running in a specific state:
(i) the DNSSEC managed keys did not contain KSK-2017, but did
contain KSK-2010; (ii) the dnssec-enable flag was set to false;
and (iii) the dnssec-validation flag was unset, leaving it in its
default state of yes.
To verify this hypothesis, we performed experiments to test for
bugs related to BIND’s behavior in the absence of a valid trust
anchor. We set up a BIND 9.11.5-P4 resolver (the oldest supported
release at the time), configuring it as per the university’s class
instructions. We also ensured that BIND’s managed keys file contained only KSK-2010. Then, we ran 20 experiments in which we
started a fresh copy of BIND configured as specified above. In each
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Figure 15: AS DNSKEY query patterns to A/J Root.
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Figure 17: Time-normalized graph of experiments.
run, we sent ten sets of queries to BIND for test domains in seven
TLDs at 30-second intervals, recording DNSKEY queries sent by the
resolver, along with timestamps. Fig. 16 shows the results. Each
experiment start time was normalized to zero and overlayed in
Fig. 17, showing highly variable query patterns in each run (note
experiments 7, 13 and 17).
Both plots show wide variations in behavior of the resolver under
test. At times it behaves as expected, sending only a few DNSKEY
queries after initializing. At other times, the resolver seems stuck
in a state where every incoming request causes the resolver to send
out a flurry of DNSKEY queries.
From the analysis of events V and VI, and the corresponding
DNSKEY loads seen at the root (Fig. 13 and Fig. 14) we conclude there
are likely two different bugs causing the increase in queries. One
bug is likely the cause of the increase in DNSKEY queries shortly after
the rollover (event IV) and after KSK-2010 is removed (event VI).
Another bug is likely the cause of the extreme query loads seen
in Fig. 14, when KSK-2010 was present but with the revoke bit set.
We have reached out to the developers of BIND to confirm our
hypotheses, but have not received any feedback as of September
13th , 2019. What remains unclear is why operators have not noticed
this broken resolver behavior, as we expect these resolvers to return
SERVFAIL errors to every query. We speculate only one resolver in
a group is failing, with an alternate succeeding on behalf of their
clients. This behavior is a well-known fact from other work [39].
To facilitate reproducibility, we published experiment configurations and scripts in a public GitHub repository [40].
4.3.3 Increased Response Size. Another potential risk during the
rollover, identified in the 2016 Rollover Design Team report [2], was
the increase in size of the DNSKEY RRset (see Section 2.2.1). When
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Figure 18: RFC 8145 signals August 2018 to August 2019.
KSK-2010 was revoked, this size reached its maximum value of
1,425 bytes. We analyzed if this increase hindered resolvers fetching
the record set and, as a result, caused validation errors. While there
are other moments during the rollover at which the response size
is significantly higher than usual, we focus on the revocation event
since that is when the maximum size was reached.
The first sign we expected to see if resolvers experience problems
is an increase in fallback to TCP. We studied the RSSAC002 data
concerning traffic types, and found no evidence of such an increase
during revocation. Note, however, this data does not contain information on individual query types such as DNSKEY. If resolvers are
also unable to fall back to TCP, then they may become unable to
fetch the DNSKEY RRset altogether. We use the measurements from
RIPE Atlas to detect whether any vantage points were unable to
retrieve the DNSKEY RRset from the root after the increase in size.
Resolvers are marked as unable to retrieve the DNSKEY RRset if they
cannot fetch the RRset within 5 seconds.
Out of 17,925 vantage points, 1,975 (11%) are able to fetch the
DNSKEY RRset before revocation, but fail to fetch it at least once
48 hours after the revocation. Only 67 of these (0.4%) never manage
to fetch the key set after the revocation. Even though the IPv6
minimum MTU is 1,280 bytes, vantage points that contact resolvers
via IPv6 did not fail more often than those using IPv4. We also found
no resolvers that turned bogus after the revocation. This leads us to
conclude that the increased response size during revocation only
caused problems for a few resolvers and did not impact validators.
This was also expected by the KSK rollover design team [2].
4.3.4 The return of KSK-2010. We end this section with a surprising comeback. As mentioned in Section 4.3.1, the number of
resolvers that signal support for KSK-2010 is on the rise again since
its removal from the root zone DNSKEY RRset. This increase is also
visible in the RFC 8145 signals sent to root servers. Fig. 18 shows
that by the end of July 2019 almost 39% of signalers again report
having KSK-2010 in their trust anchor set. This, of course, raises the
question why a retired trust anchor is making this comeback. While
it is impossible to attribute the observed rise to a single source, we
have convincing evidence of the most likely cause: DNS resolver
software shipping with built-in or pre-configured trust anchors.
First, we note that the current long-term supported version of
Ubuntu (18.04 LTS) ships with Unbound version 1.6.7, which supports RFC 8145. In addition, Ubuntu also includes a pre-configured
trust anchor package that includes both KSK-2010 and KSK-2017,

and enables DNSSEC validation by default. We verified that, upon
startup, Unbound loads both trust anchors, marks KSK-2010 as
“missing”, but as the trust anchor is still configured, Unbound signals
its presence in its RFC 8145 telemetry. Any installation of Ubuntu
18.04 LTS with Unbound that was running for at least 30 days6
when KSK-2010 was published as revoked will have cleaned up the
old trust anchor. However, any installation (or re-installation) after
February 20, 2019 could not complete RFC 5011 revocation and
retained KSK-2010 as a trust anchor. We also verified the behavior
of another popular open source DNS resolver implementation on
the same OS. Ubuntu 18.04 LTS ships with BIND version 9.11.3,
which includes both KSK-2010 and KSK-2017 as built-in trust anchors. By default, the Ubuntu package for BIND is configured to
perform DNSSEC validation using the built-in trust anchors. Upon
startup, however, if BIND does not find a configured trust anchor
in the DNSKEY RRset returned by the root servers, it will not signal
this trust anchor in its RFC 8145 telemetry. This does not mean,
however that the trust anchor is removed. We verified that BIND
retains KSK-2010 in its trust anchor file on disk, so if the key were
ever to return in the root DNSKEY RRset we expect BIND to accept
it as a valid trust anchor again.
Second, as mentioned previously, Fig. 12 shows an increase in
KSK-2010 beginning in the middle of June 2019 from a single network, AS7342. As it happens, this is the origin AS for Verisign’s
public DNS service.7 The rise in KSK-2010 signalers corresponds to
an upgrade of the software used on the public DNS resolver. The
newly deployed version supports the Root Sentinel (RFC 8509) and
is packaged with a configuration that includes both KSK-2010 and
KSK-2017 as trust anchors.
The two examples above explain most of the return of KSK2010 in Fig. 12 and at least some of the return in Fig. 18. They are
illustrative of software still shipping with KSK-2010 as trust anchor.
This does not mean that these are the only examples, though, there
are likely other packages with similar behavior. One question we
have not discussed yet is whether the comeback of KSK-2010 can be
considered problematic. We discuss this in more detail in Section 6.
Key Takeways After the Roll. The biggest problem during the
whole process, arguably, occurred after the roll with the significant
increase in DNSKEY queries. This problem was not foreseen in the
design report [2], underlining the importance of independent studies of such major events on the Internet and confirming the need
for meaningful telemetry. Additionally, it is clear trust anchor management is complex and that shipping trust anchors with software
has long-lasting effects. We come back to this in Section 6.

5

RELATED WORK

As we discussed in the introduction, the root DNSSEC KSK rollover
is a first-of-its-kind event. Thus, our discussion of related work will
focus on earlier studies that have looked at the operation of the DNS
root server system and the impact of DNSSEC on the performance
of DNS resolvers. Huston [41] independently confirms our finding
that the Irish ISP EIR suffered outages but does not provide a more
thorough analysis.
6 The

RFC 5011 Remove Hold-down Time.

7 https://www.verisign.com/en_US/security-services/public-dns/index.xhtml
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The earliest work to study DNS traffic to root servers by Danzig
et al. [42] dates back to 1992, five years after DNS was adopted as the
Internet’s naming system [43]. This study illustrates that software
bugs that cause excessive traffic are a problem of all ages, as they
find multiple bugs in algorithms meant to improve DNS resilience.
In 2001, Brownlee et al. [44] study almost two weeks of traffic to
F Root. Again, they find a surprising amount of problematic traffic
to the root, with 14% of queries consisting of malformed address (A)
queries. In 2003, Wessels et al. [45] studied 24 hours of F Root traffic
and concluded an astonishing 98% of queries were malformed or
unnecessary. Since 2006, DNS-OARC collects so-called Day-in-theLife (DITL) datasets [18], which typically includes traffic to most
root servers. In 2008, Castro et al. [19] analyzed three years of DITL
data to characterise root server traffic and also found that 98% of
queries were unnecessary.
Apart from studying traffic at the root, past work also looked at
operational changes to the root system. A particularly impactful
event is the change of the IP address of a root server. Since resolvers
have to be configured a priori with the IP addresses of root servers to
bootstrap DNS resolution, such events have a major impact. Many
root servers have undergone such changes, and Lentz et al. [46]
study one such change for D Root in an academic paper in 2013.
This study concludes that such address changes take a long time to
propagate to the global resolver population, with the old address
still seeing significant amounts of traffic months after the change.
The authors suggest that such IP address changes may actually be
beneficial, as they serve as some form of a “garbage collection” for
old implementations. A similar notion could be said to apply to
rollovers of the root KSK. In 2015, Wessels et al. [47] show how
the aftereffects of an address change linger, finding that the old IP
address for J Root still receives on average 400 queries per second
from some 130,000 sources thirteen years after the address change.
The effects of the root KSK rollover on resolvers studied in this
paper are part of the impact of DNSSEC on resolvers. Earlier work
studies other aspects of the impact of DNSSEC, including the performance impact of DNSSEC validation [48–51] and the risks, in
terms of availability and security, of packet fragmentation of large
DNSSEC responses [11, 52]. Even though [11] conclude that up
to 10% of resolvers could have problems handling larger DNSSEC
responses, we did not observe failures when the DNSKEY response
size increased. Other popular DNSSEC signed zones have served
records larger than 1,425 bytes and validating resolvers probably
took measures to handle large responses already. Finally, the way
DNSSEC is organized as a Public Key Infrastructure is highly relevant for the root KSK rollover studied in this paper. Yang et al.
provide a detailed overview of why the DNSSEC PKI is organized
the way it is today [53].

6

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Improving Telemetry. A key challenge faced during the KSK
rollover was sparse and distorted telemetry from resolvers. Ideally, those responsible for the rollover would want to know both
the exact state of resolvers (in terms of DNSSEC validation) and
how important these resolvers are (in terms of the number of clients
relying on them). This provides actionable intelligence that allows
prioritisation of “important” resolvers (serving millions of users).

Signaling
Which TAs are revealed
Supports non-root TAs
Collection method
Vulnerable to manipulation

RFC 8145

RFC 8509

Automatic
All configured
Yes
Passive
Yes

Requires query
Only those queried
No
Active
Only to on-path attackers

Table 7: Supported features of existing telemetry.

Clearly, during the root KSK rollover discussed in this paper
such comprehensive telemetry was not available. While RFC 8145
saw significant deployment before the rollover, it was difficult to
interpret its signals. This was mostly due to four reasons: first,
RFC 8145 only allows for passive observations by — in this case root
— DNS operators. Thus, in case of problems, it is impossible to query
resolvers for further state information. Second, there is no telemetry
on the query volume a resolver processes, making it hard to judge
how relevant or risky a resolver with problems is. Third, RFC 8145
may propagate through upstream systems (NATs, DNS forwarders,
caches and other middle-boxes), leading to distorted signals and
hiding systems with actual problems. Fourth, although we have
not seen any evidence of tampering, an attacker could artificially
inflate the number of resolvers that have not acquired the new
key by spoofing RFC 8145 telemetry signals. Such an attack could
adversely influence the decision-making process around whether
or not to proceed with a planned rollover. Despite the limitations
of RFC 8145, however, without it ICANN and the DNS community
would have been completely blind and some problems were actually
solved due to RFC 8145 telemetry.
The Root Sentinel (RFC 8509) addresses the first limitation of
RFC 8145. It uses active measurements from the client perspective to
establish the DNSSEC trust anchors configured on a resolver. While
standardized too late to be of use during the current rollover, our
analysis shows RFC 8509 is seeing rapid deployment and provides
useful signals as of September 13th , 2019. Nevertheless, RFC 8509
also suffers from the second and third limitations discussed for
RFC 8145 albeit with different signal distortion (e.g. assuming a
Root Sentinel query is sent to resolvers at a large ISP while it is
actually handled by a local forwarder). Table 7 summarizes the
supported features of the existing telemetry protocols.
Based on our analysis of the current rollover, we recommend exploring incremental improvements to both RFC 8145 and RFC 8509.
The quality of such signaling would be greatly improved if it were
possible to identify true signal sources, identify cases where signals
are forwarded, and estimate the number of users being serviced. We
recognize that there are serious concerns around such detailed signaling. Weighing the tradeoffs requires further thought and debate
in the community.
Another issue compounding the difficulties of interpreting resolver validation problems is the ambiguity of the SERVFAIL error
code validators send upon failure. Effectively only by combining
results from different measurements (cf. Table 2) can we be reasonably confident that a resolver has issues with DNSSEC validation.
We therefore strongly support a draft under review in the IETF that
proposes to send extended error codes for DNSSEC failures [54].
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Introducing a Standby Key. There is an ongoing debate in the DNS
community about introducing a KSK standby key in the root zone
by default [55]. Effectively, because the rollover was postponed by
a year, this has already been tested for a single standby key, without
leading to issues with, e.g., response sizes. We therefore think it safe
to introduce such a standby key as multiple community members
have suggested. An immediate benefit of this is that resolvers are
much more likely to pick up the new key if it is pre-published for
a longer period. Given the rollover policy of the root [1], such a
standby key could even be published years in advance.
Trust Anchor Distribution. The 2018 KSK rollover was the first
time a large population of DNSSEC validators needed to update
their trust anchor. At the start of the process, the design team
expected RFC 5011 to be the main means through which validators
keep their trust anchors up to date [2]. Our observations suggest
that where RFC 5011 was used, it generally worked as intended.
In the few instances where problems did occur, this was either
due to validators lacking permission to persist state to disk, or
loss of state due to, e.g. container or virtual machine teardown
and reinitialisation. The latter issue has the potential to become a
bigger problem moving forward, as the proliferation of container
technologies was not envisioned when RFC 5011 was authored
11 years ago. Lastly, we are also beginning to see DNSSEC validation
in end user applications (e.g. the VPN client from Section 4.1.2),
often with hard-coded trust anchors (a search on GitHub yields
thousands of examples of this). This raises the question if in-band
updates through RFC 5011 remain the main means for trust anchor
management going forward.
As noted earlier, some resolver implementations distribute trust
anchors in their software packages (thus these get refreshed with
software updates). While this works to some extent, it does not scale
to encompass applications performing validation. Additionally, we
observed that there may be significant delays when retiring trust
anchors, as evidenced by the surprising comeback of KSK-2010.
Based on these results, we advocate that the preferred method
to distribute trust anchors should be with operating systems out-ofband. Some distributions (e.g. Debian Linux) have already started
doing so. Applications can then rely on the OS and we strongly
urge against hard-coding of trust anchors. In addition to this, OS
distributors should tightly manage these trust anchors when they
are replaced. In Section 4.3.4, we ended with the question if the
retention of the retired KSK-2010 was problematic. On the face of
it, the answer to this question is “No”, since the key was retired
according to a schedule, and all copies of the key have now been
destroyed. Consider, however, two scenarios, one in which a key is
revoked because it has been compromised, and one in which the
algorithm for the key has been compromised. It is evident that a
speedy retraction of such a key as a trust anchor is imperative, and
it is also evident that the current practice we observed does not
suffice. Given the inertia of solving this issue Internet-wide, we
would recommend an additional security practice: if a key needs to
be revoked, then the root DNSKEY RRset should include the revocation signal until there is a reasonable certainty that systems have
been updated to remove the trust anchor. This practice guarantees
that software that correctly implements RFC 5011 will not use the
compromised key as a trust anchor.
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CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we provide a comprehensive analysis of the very first
DNSSEC Root KSK Rollover. We show the rollover did not pass
without problems: hundreds of actively used resolvers failed to
validate signatures at some point during the rollover. Nevertheless,
this is only a minute share of the total resolver population and most
problems were fixed quickly. Additionally, thousands of resolvers
exhibit anomalous behavior during the rollover process, though it
remains unclear if this caused problems for end users. The significant traffic increase to root servers, seen after the revocation of
KSK-2010 requires attention from the DNS community with future
rollovers in mind. We demonstrated that at least some of these
queries can likely be attributed to bugs in resolver software.
We also demonstrate that telemetry, used to measure deployment
of new keys, was significantly distorted by a single application
(a VPN client). We analyzed a complementary protocol, which
while potentially a valuable addition, still has drawbacks. Based
on our experiences, we provide recommendations for incremental
improvements to both protocols. In addition to this, we observe
that trust anchor distribution — which the rollover design team
expected to happen mostly in-band — requires attention for future
rollovers, and provide recommendations for alternatives.
While, of course, our work focused heavily on anomalies, our
analysis supports ICANN’s conclusion that the rollover was indeed
an overall success. As with earlier changes to the root system, some
systems will fail and this study shows that the Root KSK rollover
was no different. These failures, however, were limited to a very
small set of resolvers and got fixed fast, limiting the impact. This
gives us confidence that this first ever rollover certainly should not
be the last.
Finally, taking a step back from the specifics of the DNS, there
are valuable lessons to be learned from this event that apply much
more broadly to Internet protocols. Firstly, the experience with this
event shows that telemetry is a key factor in the understanding of,
and decision-making for, major changes to the Internet. The event
is also demonstrative of the well-known inertia of the installed base
of networking software across the Internet that hampers the deployment of such telemetry enhancements, and underlines what others
in the network research community have argued about making
measurability an explicit concern when designing protocols [56].
Second, there are lessons to be drawn about trust anchor management. The more different places in which trust anchors are stored
(i.e. in different applications and services), the harder it becomes to
predictably manage them. We posit that trust anchors should preferably be managed centrally, in the OS. While not a perfect solution,
it limits the risk of hard-coded or mismanaged trust anchors. This
is a lesson that equally applies to other Public Key Infrastructures.
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